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LONG-TERM GOAL
The long-term goal is to quantify the impact that changes in ocean bottom electrical properties have on Mine Countermeasure (MCM) systems, and to develop in-situ techniques to compensate for changes in the MCM environment during an operation.
OBJECTIVE
The objective is to quantify the impact that known bottom electrical properties can have on MCM parameters and MCM sweeping operations.
APPROACH
The approach will be to use the very anomalous bottom electrical properties discovered in the ONR STRATAFORM area off the northern California coast to determine MCM sweeping parameters and evaluate the impact of similar unknown features on MCM operations. The data will be converted into a model of the anomalous conductivity region. A theoretical MACAS model will be developed to simulate measurements from the conductivity model, compute theoretical measurements for the area, and reformat the data for an inversion program to compute the MCM parameters. Results will be theoretical Q and Ed parameters covering the area of the conductivity model. These MCM parameters will be converted into MCM sweeper operational parameters for evaluation of the significance to operational effectiveness.
WORK COMPLETED
Data from the STRATAFORM area were obtained from Woods Hole and used to construct a model of the equivalent subsurface anomalous electrical properties. A model of the MACAS system has been constructed and theoretical data produced in a grid covering the anomalous region. MCM parameters have been computed for the anomalous region and estimates of the MCM sweep parameters determined for the model. Modifications to the model have been made to evaluate the effect from changes of water depth encountered in the STRATAFORM area. This work is still in progress with plans to generate a report on the conclusions.
RESULTS
Initial results indicate that the anomaly discovered in the STRATAFORM area can have significant effects on MCM sweep parameters. Based on these calculations the effective MCM sweep widths can change sufficiently to create a hazard for MCM operations.
IMPACT/APPLICATION
This work is focused on improving the Navy's ability to conduct MCM operations. The connection between the sediment properties and the resulting MCM environmental parameters is poorly understood. Application of these numerical techniques and results will help relate the sea bottom electrical properties to MCM operations and quantify the impact of changes in the ocean bottom environment. Also these models are being used in work to determine the effects of multiple influence systems for ASW applications.
TRANSITIONS
Models from this work have been transitioned to the NRL Multiple-Influence Detection task for evaluation of similar ocean bottom features for emerging ASW systems/applications.
RELATED PROJECTS
Related projects include the NRL Multiple-Influence Detection task, which has investigated the effects of the environment on data fusion of different sensor types for ASW applications. 
